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NOTE:

i. Councillors are requested to note that, if any Councillor who is not a Member of the Board 
wishes to speak at the Board meeting, then the Borough Solicitor is required to receive 
not less than 24 hours prior notice in writing or electronically and such notice shall 
indicate the agenda item or items on which the member wishes to speak. 

ii. Please note that mobile phones should be switched off or switched to silent for the duration 
of the meeting.

iii. This meeting may be filmed or otherwise recorded. By attending this meeting, you are 
consenting to any broadcast of your image and being recorded. 
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AGENDA

1.  APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE 

2.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

All Members are required to disclose at this point in the meeting or 
as soon as possible thereafter, any disclosable pecuniary interest or 
personal interest in any item(s) being considered at this meeting.  

3.  MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY 
BOARD HELD 

4.  DEPUTATIONS  - STANDING ORDER 3.4  

(NOTE: The Board is required to receive a deputation(s) on a matter 
which is before the meeting of the Board provided that notice of the 
intended deputation and its object shall have been received by the 
Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Tuesday 16th March 2021.  The 
total time for deputations in favour and against a proposal shall not 
exceed 10 minutes).

5.  PUBLIC QUESTIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.5  

(NOTE: The Board is required to allow a total of 15 minutes for 
questions from Members of the public on matters within the terms of 
reference of the Board provided that notice of such Question(s) shall 
have been submitted to the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on 
Tuesday 16th March 2021).

6.  STOKES BAY SEAWALL REPAIR 

This report serves:
1. To update the Community Board on the progress of the 

Phase 1 capital programme repairs to the damaged 
seawall at Stokes Bay East Phase 1 repair works.

2. To confirm the mandate to progress with the Phase 2 
Feasibility Study into sea defences in Stokes Bay in line 
with allocated funds from Gosport Borough Council (GBC), 
Hampshire County Council (HCC) and Southern Regional 
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Flood and Coastal Committee (SFRCC) Local Levy.

To set out funding, programme and procurement routes for Phase 1 
and 2 professional services and Phase 1 construction activities

7.  HARDWAY PSPO 

To inform the Community Board that the Hardway Public Spaces 
Protection Order (Hardway PSPO) was extended by the Chief 
Executive on 05 March 2021 so as to prevent it lapsing and expiring 
on 07 March 2021.  

This report seeks to refer the Board to the exercise of the Chief 
Executive’s powers pursuant to para 3.6 of Part 3 Schedule 10 of the 
Constitution to extend the Hardway PSPO for 3 years.  The report 
seeks determination by the Board as to the extension of the 
Hardway PSPO in light of the public consultation and review 
exercise. 

To inform the Board that the Hardway PSPO can be discharged 
should they determine that to be the best course of action, taking 
into account the outcome of the consultation and review exercise.

8.  SEASHORE BYELAW 

To update the Board as to the Seashore Byelaws following the first 
public consultation
To determine whether any amendments should be made to the 
proposed Seashore Byelaws (Appendix A) following the regulatory 
assessment and outcome of the informal consultation exercise 
(Appendix B).
To seek the Board’s approval as to the proposed Seashore Byelaws 
attached.
To task the Borough Solicitor with submitting the proposed Seashore 
Byelaws to the Secretary of State for Approval.

9.  ANY OTHER ITEMS 
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A MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY BOARD
WAS HELD ON 10 FEBRUARY 2021

Councillors Beavis, Blackman, Burgess, Carter, Casey, Mrs Cully (Substituting for Farr), 
Earle, Mrs Furlong, Hammond, Hutchison, Miss Kelly, Mrs Morgan, Pepper, Raffaelli and 
Westerby

55. APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE 

An apology for non attendance was received from Councillor Farr who was substituted by 
Councillor Mrs Cully.

56. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Councillors Burgess and Carter declared an interest in item 6 as Hampshire County 
Councillors 
Councillors Kelly and Westerby declared an interest in item 7 as tenants of allotments.
Councillor Cully declared an interest in item 7 as her husband is a tenant of a non GBC 
allotment, and as a member of the Allotment Stakeholders Committee.
Councillor Morgan declared an interest in item 7 as the Chair of the Allotment Stakeholders 
Committee.
Councillors Hutchison and Furlong declared an interest in item 8 as Hardway Councillors 
and members of the Friends of Hardway.

57. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY BOARD HELD ON 
4TH NOVEMBER 2020 

RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 4th November 2020 be signed as a 
true and correct record.

58. DEPUTATIONS  - STANDING ORDER 3.4 

There were none

59. PUBLIC QUESTIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.5 

There were none.

60. WASTE AND RECYCLING POLICY 

Consideration was given to a report by the Head of Streescene advising the board of 
Hampshire County Councils’ cessation of recycling credits and seeking approval for an 
updated Waste and Recycling Collection Policy.

Members pointed out that Gosport does not have a high level of recycling.

Agenda Item 3
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Members were advised that Hampshire County Council have already withdrawn the £50k 
credits. The other changes are still being negotiated through monthly working group 
meetings. There is no indication that the other savings are being applied at this time.

Members were advised that all districts are currently working with Hampshire County 
Council in regard to increasing recycling and reducing contamination as part of Project 
Integra. The new Government Waste Strategy is due in 2023/24. As a result of that strategy 
there will be a requirement on all authorities to recycle the same materials across the 
country. That will also include food waste collections on a weekly basis, and HCC are 
actively looking at potential sites for construction of an anaerobic digestion plant. There is 
likely be a requirement for Councils to collect  glass from the kerbside which may also 
include tins.

Members were advised that although a level 3 penalty of £1000 was available, this would 
have to be determined by Enforcement.

Members were advised that support was available for flats and multi occupation premises 
where additional capacity is required for communal bin areas.

Members were given clarification on colour of bins, numbering and any charges made for 
supply of bins. Officers agreed to seek information from Urbaser regarding delivery of 
brown bin stickers. 

Members would like to see more explanation and education regarding what can and cannot 
be recycled, and more involvement of young people and suggested that more information 
appeared on the waste calendar.
 

RESOLVED: That the Board approved the Waste and Recycling Policy and granted 
delegated authority to the Head of Streetscene to issue notices under Section 46 of the 
Recycling Protection Act 1990.

61. MANOR WAY OPEN SPACE CONSULTATION 

Consideration was given to a report by the Head of Streetscene seeking approval to carry 
out a public consultation regarding the proposed design for the open space at Manor Way, 
Lee-on –the- Solent to provide a rest garden and allotments, and to ascertain whether the 
design meets the expectations of the community.

Members were pleased with the design and happy that the consultation has begun, and 
were advised that the link to the survey would be circulated as soon as possible.

Members were advised that the final number of parking spaces would be determined during 
the planning process but would not impact on the growing area.

Members were keen for this project to get started and wanted it completed in 2021. Delays 
had been caused by the need to remove Japanese knotweed. They were assured that 
issues of wildlife would be addressed in the planning process.
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Members wanted to ensure that as many people as possible responded to the survey 
including those on the allotment waiting list, and to make participation offline as well as on 
the website.

Members wished to acknowledge that this was a way of preserving open space despite the 
pressure to deliver housing. 

RESOLVED: That the Board authorised the Head of Streetscene to undertake a public 
consultation.

62. HARDWAY PSPO 

Consideration was given to a report by the Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officer 
informing the Board that the Hardway Public Spaces Protection Order (Hardway PSPO) is 
due to expire on 7th March 2021. The report further seeks the approval of the Board to 
publish the intention to extend the Hardway PSPO for a further three years subject to the 
outcome of the review exercise which will inform the decision.

Members felt it was important to the residents to maintain a PSPO in this area as it gives 
residents confidence and reassurance and acts as a deterrent. 

Members wished to acknowledge and praise the Police approach and activity in the 
Hardway area, and recognised that the PSPO gives the Police additional controls on top of 
the existing legislation. It was hoped that the new CCTV on the sailing club would assist the 
police.

Members also wanted to praise the multi-agency approach to dealing with the issues that 
had occurred, including the diversionary activies supported by the ward Councillors.

RESOLVED: 
A. That the Board noted the current PSPO expires on 07 March 2021,
B. That the Board formally commenced the review process and will have regard to the 

outcome of the review process and consultation responses to make an informed final 
decision as to whether it is appropriate and proportionate to extend the Hardway 
PSPO at the next scheduled meeting of the Community Board.

63. ANY OTHER ITEMS 

There were none.

64. EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC 

RESOLVED: That in relation to the following item the public should be excluded from the 
meeting, as it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be transacted or the nature of 
the proceedings, that if members of the public were present during this item there would be 
disclosure to them of exempt information within Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to 
the Local Government Act 1972, and furhter that in all circumstances of the cases, the 
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public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the 
information, for the reasons set out in the report.

65. ALVERSTOKE & FORTON FLOOD DEFENCES 

Consideration was given to a report by the Head of Streetscene seeking approval by the 
Board to determine the preferred bidder to enter the contract for the works.

RESOLVED: That the Board approved Cleantech Civils Ltd as the preferred bidder and 
approved delegated authority for the head of Streetscene to award following completion of 
acceptable responses to the clarifications on the submission, and approval of additional 
funding.

CHAIRMAN

Concluded at 7.54 pm



Board/Committee: Community Board
Date of meeting: Thursday 18th March 2021
Title: Stokes Bay Seawall Repair Works and Feasibility Study
Author: Head of Streetscene
Status: FOR DECISION

Purpose

This report serves:

1. To update the Community Board on the progress of the Phase 1 capital 
programme repairs to the damaged seawall at Stokes Bay East Phase 1 
repair works.

2. To confirm the mandate to progress with the Phase 2 Feasibility Study into 
sea defences in Stokes Bay in line with allocated funds from Gosport 
Borough Council (GBC), Hampshire County Council (HCC) and Southern 
Regional Flood and Coastal Committee (SFRCC) Local Levy.

3. To set out funding, programme and procurement routes for Phase 1 and 2 
professional services and Phase 1 construction activities. 

Recommendation

That the Community Board approves the following:

1. Notes the positive progress of the Stokes Bay seawall repairs and endorses 
the implementation of the proposed Phase 1 capital programme repair works 
to avert further damage.

2. Notes the Local Levy contribution from SRFCC and contributions from GBC 
and HCC to undertake Phase 2 feasibility studies to investigate options to 
reduce wider flood and erosion risks to Stokes Bay seawall between the East 
and West car parks and confirms the mandate to commence the Phase 2 
feasibility studies.

3. That the Head of Streetscene is given delegated authority to award and 
execute the contracts to deliver the Phase 1 repairs and Phase 2 feasibility 
studies in accordance with procurement regulations.

Agenda Item 6



1.0 Background

1.1 Policy Context 

The Council's coastal engineers at the Coastal Partners are responsible for 
the ongoing monitoring, maintenance and eventual replacement of 
Gosport’s sea defences, where it’s appropriate.

Stokes Bay is situated on the southwestern shore of the Gosport 
peninsular. It comprises of a shingle beach fringed by a well-used 
promenade. Stokes Bay Road, an important piece of local infrastructure, 
runs approximately parallel with the beach coming into close proximity with 
the shoreline at its western end.

This section of coastline lies within policy unit 5B02 of the North Solent 
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP2). The management policy for this unit 
is to "Hold the Line" and was adopted by GBC Community Board in 2010. 

The site also sits within the Strategic Management Zone 3 (SMZ3) of the 
River Hamble to Portchester Coastal Strategy (RHPS) approved by the 
Environment Agency (EA) in 2015 and GBC Community Board in 2015.

The recommendations for this section of frontage are to: 

 Develop and implement a Beach Management Plan (BMP), 
including beach recycling and future monitoring to maintain healthy 
beaches. 

 Undertake scheduled upgrades with maintenance as required to 
maintain existing sea defences, groynes and seawalls. 

GBC as a Coast Protection Authority can utilise its permissive powers 
under the Coast Protection Act 1949 to implement the proposed strategy 
while complying with the appropriate legislation including, but not limited to, 
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended)  and the Food and 
Environmental Protection Act 1985.

1.2 Current defence condition

In the past 5 years the winter storm damage has focused on the low height 
seawall fronting Stokes Bay East Car Park.  Following the successive 
storm events of Brendan, Ciara and Dennis in January and February 2020, 
substantial damage to an 80m long section of the seawall was sustained. 
Further storm damage occurred on the 26th December 2020, requiring 
emergency engineering works to make the area safe. Photos of some of 
the damage experienced in recent events can be found in Appendix 1. 



Damage consisted of severe voiding under the promenade, settlement of 
the seawall, uplifted promenade slabs, collapsed sections of the cobbled 
area, open joints and fractures throughout the defence.  The failure 
occurred as the seawall was not provided with sufficiently deep 
foundations, relative to the dynamic beach level, which has allowed storm 
waves to get under the toe of the wall. The failed structure is at increased 
risk of overtopping and further structural failures, leading to coastal 
erosion. The promenade and car park are currently fenced off for health 
and safety reasons, leading to a loss of parking revenue and disruption to 
beach users.

Further to the west is the main two tier reinforced concrete seawall and 
promenade, which was constructed by GBC during the 1970’s. This too 
has experienced several serious failures and has required frequent 
maintenance. Since 2012, GBC have invested £230k in repairs, but it 
remains in a fair to poor condition and will continue to deteriorate as the 
structure ages. 

Behind these defences is Stokes Bay Road. This is an important piece of 
road infrastructure operated by HCC Highways and is at risk should the 
coastal protection assets in this location continue to fail. Stokes Bay is a 
strategic open area and makes a significant contribution to Gosport’s green 
infrastructure. This is important for community and leisure uses and is 
popular with local residents and attracts visitors from outside the borough.  

Due to the scale of the damage to the seawall and wider concerns 
regarding sea defences condition, interventions are required to avoid 
significant impacts to important local infrastructure. A two phase approach 
is proposed. Phase 1 will repair the failed seawall, while Phase 2 
investigates the feasibility of wider sea defence improvements.  

2.0 Report

2.1 Phase 1 - Proposed seawall repair work

Coastal Partners have evaluated the various options to reinstate and repair 
this damaged section of coastal defence structure adjacent to Stokes Bay 
East Car Park. It was recommended that capital works be undertaken to 
prevent further undermining and localised failures along this section of 
seawall in the future (see location plan, Appendix 2). 

This repair would address the immediate concerns and provides a 
medium-term solution as well as time for longer term management options 
to be developed. While these works and longer-term options are being 
developed, the seawall will continue to be closely monitored by the Coastal 
Partners for further signs of undermining, particularly after significant storm 
events.

The works will include reconstructing an 80m length of existing poorly 
constructed failed seawall adjacent to Stokes Bay East Car Park with a 
more robust piled reinforced concrete seawall / promenade. A smaller 



repair to the 55m section fronting the car park will also be undertaken to 
reinforce the existing seawall and address drainage issues.  These works 
will allow the prom to re-open whilst longer term management options are 
developed for the aging seawall and prom to the west.

Potential construction impacts on the environment shall be assessed and 
mitigated so that the works do not adversely affect the natural 
environment. This will be assessed through the consenting process in 
consultation with the relevant environmental bodies.

No significant works are proposed to improve the fair-poor condition two-
tier seawall (c.1970’s). This will continue to receive routine monitoring and 
maintenance but remains an area of weakness. 

The aim is for reconstruction works to be completed, and the 
promenade/car park opened before the end of September 2021, but this 
will be dependent upon designer and contractor procurement; securing 
environmental consents and planning permission; MMO Licence approval 
and Contractor/materials availability. 

If the structure fails catastrophically in a major storm and the 
promenade/road and infrastructure are compromised before works are 
completed, we will investigate emergency beach works to make safe the 
area and temporarily protect the frontage from erosion. 

2.2 Phase 1 repair works funding and procurement

The budget costs associated with the repair works are estimated in the 
region of £410,000 to replace the failed Stokes Bay East Seawall. These 
costs would not be eligible for Defra Grant-in- Aid-funding as the project is 
considered low priority as there are currently no households at direct risk of 
flooding or erosion. While GBC own these defences and have 
responsibilities for maintenance, financial contributions have been secured 
from Hampshire Highways of £50,000 towards these repair works the 
balance will come from GBC Community Board – Non-Housing Capital 
Programme (£360,000), as approved by Full Council 3rd February 2021. 

Procurement of a consultant to prepare the Detailed Design is currently 
underway via the existing Flood & Coastal Erosion Risk Management 
Consultancy Services -Framework Agreement, Southern England. The 
approved design will then be put out for tender for construction via the 
existing Coastal Engineering Minor Works Framework- Southern England 
2017-2021. Procurement will be in accordance with the Public Contract 
Regulations 2015.

3.0 Phase 2 - Stokes Bay Feasibility Study

3.1 Given the high costs associated with ongoing maintenance and limited 
extent of the proposed repair it is clear that a longer-term strategic solution 



is required to manage ageing seawall defences in Stokes Bay. Coastal 
Partners have scoped the requirement for a Feasibility Study.

The study will consider the future sea defences for Stokes Bay between 
the East and West car park (see Appendix 3) from the perspective of flood 
and erosion, transport, tourism, heritage and the environment. However, 
integration of the wider Stokes Bay frontage will be taken into account 
when developing the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management 
(FCERM) options. The study will also identify wider objectives shared with 
our partners such as regeneration, growth and wellbeing, rather than just 
those associated with flood defences. This in turn may enable 
opportunities to secure additional funding and enhancements to the public 
realm. 

3.2 Key tasks

Some of the key tasks that will take place as part of the study include:
• Undertake an economic assessment of the damages and 

benefits of the do-nothing scenario
• Build on the Coastal Processes assessments undertaken as part 

of the 2017 BMP.
• Undertake a broader economic footprint assessment for Stokes 

Bay to identify all of the benefits of any future scheme alongside 
identifying beneficiaries and wider funding partners

• Develop a funding strategy and identify and secure funding for 
scheme delivery.

• Undertake Environmental, Ecological & Heritage assessments in 
order to progress licences and consents for any future scheme

• Undertake surveys and investigations – topographic, unexploded 
ordinance, Ground investigation, Structural

• Develop long list, short list and leading options for outline design 
to carry forward into detailed design

• Undertake focused stakeholder engagement and report to a 
future Community Board.

3.3 The project team are currently in the planning phase of the study pulling 
together the scope, programme, budget and governance structure.

The feasibility study is estimated to take 18-24 months. Procurement will 
take place between April and June 2021 with appointment of the preferred 
consultant expected to take place in June 2021 via the existing Flood & 
Coastal Erosion Risk Management Consultancy Services -Framework 
Agreement, Southern England. Procurement will be in accordance with the 
Public Contract Regulations 2015.

3.4 Feasibility Study Funding

The feasibility study has a budget of £300k. Of this £200k has been 
secured via Local Levy from the SRFCC for spend in 21/22, £50k from 
HCC and £50k from GBC Community Board – Non-Housing Capital 



Programme (with a further £90k held as risk contingency), as approved by 
Full Council 3rd February 2021.

Due to the low number of residential properties in this area, any future 
scheme is unlikely to obtain large amounts of central government FCERM 
Grant in Aid funding. Funding for any future scheme after completion of the 
feasibility study is therefore primarily expected to come from the main 
beneficiaries GBC and HCC with alternative funding sources to be 
explored and mapped out as part of this project. 

4.0 Risk Assessment
4.1 The eastern sea defences have failed and remain closed off to the public. 

They remain vulnerable to further damage until Phase 1 repairs are 
complete. 

Mitigation - The defences are routinely inspected for damage and 
emergency works could be instigated if required to make them safe. 

4.2 Delays to procurement.

Mitigation - Studies and works will be commissioned through established 
frameworks, which have a strong track record of competition and delivery 
of similar services for GBC.

4.3 The Phase 1 repair programme is tight to achieve construction before the 
winter 2021/22 season. Winter construction may not be permitted to due 
environmental restrictions. 

Mitigation - Proactively manage project programme, work tasks in parallel 
and apply early for consents.

4.4 The wider sea defences (considered in Phase 2 studies) remain in a poor 
condition and could be at risk of damage in the future. 

Mitigation - Routine monitoring and maintenance should continue.  
Proactive communication to stakeholders that Phase 1 repairs will not 
address these wider concerns is required.

4.5 Phase 1 and Phase 2 costs are budget estimates and will be confirmed 
following tender procurement. Risks may emerge during these projects.  

Mitigation - A risk contingency will be set and managed.
4.6 Unforeseen ground conditions leading to re-work of the Phase 2 outline 

design leading to increased project costs and compromising the economic 
case. 

Mitigation - Manage risk through appropriate level of site investigation to 
gain an understanding of the ground conditions and assist with providing 
appropriate solutions and risk management strategies at the scheme 



appraisal stage. Develop a ground model to support the preferred option 
outline design. 

5.0 Conclusion

5.1 Coastal Partners are progressing Phase 1 capital works to reinstate and 
repair the storm damage section of coastal defence structure at the Stokes 
Bay East Car Park. This option will protect Stokes Road, reopen of the 
popular promenade/Alverbank - East Car Park. The works are to be funded 
from GBC capital funded monies together with a contribution from HCC 
Highways, and delivered in 2021/22. 

Positively, additional funding has also been secured to undertake a Phase 
2 feasibility study into the wider aging seawall defences between Stokes 
Bay East and West car park, to develop a longer-term strategic solution, 
and is planned to commence in spring/summer 2021/22. The study is 
expected to take 18-24 months to complete.

In line with the GBC Council Plan, these projects will ‘Enhance the 
environment’ through the objectives of regeneration, growth and wellbeing, 
in addition to the benefits associated with improved flood and erosion 
defence. 

Financial Services comments: No Comment
Legal Services comments: No Comment
Equality and Diversity: None for the purpose of this report.
Climate Change implications: None for the purpose of this report.
Crime and Disorder: None for the purposes of this report.
Service Improvement Plan 
implications:

Improving access to Stokes Bay.

Corporate Plan: This scheme will improve community leisure 
facilities, improve health and well-being through 
developing a healthy environment and 
promoting an active lifestyle and make the 
most of the boroughs waterfront assets. 

Risk Assessment: See Section 4 of the report.
Background Papers: Report to Community Board Meeting – 

1/11/2010 – North Solent Shoreline 
Management Plan – Adoption of the final plan.

Report to Community Board meeting - 
09/03/2015
River Hamble to Porchester Coastal Flood and 
Erosion Risk management Strategy – Adoption.

GBC Coastal Panel Briefing Paper 07/07/18 -
Stokes Bay Road Frontage – Coast Protection.



GBC Coastal Panel Briefing Paper 28/10/20 -
Stokes Bay Road Frontage – Coast Protection 
Update.

Report to Full Council 02/02/2021 – Medium 
Term Finance Strategy and budget (revenue 
and capital) 2021/22.

Appendices: 1. Photos of seawall damage. 
2. Location plan, Phase 1 repairs.
3. Location plan, Phase 2 study extents.

Report Author/Lead Officer: Emma Stainer, Coastal Partners



Appendix 1: Photos of seawall damage.



Appendix 2: Location plan, Phase 1 repairs.



Appendix 3: Location plan, Phase 2 Study Extents. 
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Board/Committee: Community Board
Date of Meeting: 18 March 2021
Title: Determination of the Extension of the Hardway 

PSPO following the review and outcome of Public 
Consultation.

Author: Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officer
Status: FOR DECISION 

Purpose

To inform the Community Board that the Hardway Public Spaces Protection Order 
(Hardway PSPO) was extended by the Chief Executive on 05 March 2021 so as to 
prevent it lapsing and expiring on 07 March 2021.  

This report seeks to refer the Board to the exercise of the Chief Executive’s powers 
pursuant to para 3.6 of Part 3 Schedule 10 of the Constitution to extend the Hardway 
PSPO for 3 years.  The report seeks determination by the Board as to the extension 
of the Hardway PSPO in light of the public consultation and review exercise. 

To inform the Board that the Hardway PSPO can be discharged should they determine 
that to be the best course of action, taking into account  the outcome of the consultation 
and review exercise.
 
Recommendation

A. The Community Board notes that the Hardway PSPO was extended using 
emergency powers on 05 March 2021, such extension to take effect from 07 March 
2021.  The Hardway PSPO now expires on 07 March 2024.  Whilst the Hardway PSPO 
is dated 07 March 2021 the provisions of the Hardway PSPO are in force between 01 
April and 30 October of any year. 

B. The Community Board has regard to: 
(i) The Hardway PSPO as extended (Appendix 1)
(ii) The informal intervention work the Council and its partner agencies 

undertake with young people to prevent the behaviour escalating; and
(iii) Existing anti-social behaviour powers and other enforcement tools at the 

disposal of the Council and police.
(iv) Comments received from stakeholders and figures (Appendix 2)

C. The Community Board concludes that notwithstanding paragraph B(ii) to (iv) above 
it is still be appropriate and proportionate to approve the extension of the Hardway 
PSPO at the Green and the immediate locality in the form of Appendix 1.

1. Background
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1.1.Previous Reports including the Hardway PSPO Report to the Community 
Board dated 10 February 2021 detailed the historical background, events and 
issues at the Hardway Memorial Green which is situated off Priory Road, 
Gosport and includes a small grassed area adjacent to a public slipway and 
public car park (the “Green”). The Green is owned by the Council and 
accessible by the public. There is a memorial to the D-Day landings situated 
on the Green and benches are installed around the perimeter.

1.2.On 10th February 2021 the Community Board resolved to commence the 
review of the Hardway PSPO and a consultation exercise was undertaken, 
which included an online survey and notification on the Council’s website and 
social media pages of the intention to review with a view to extending the 
Hardway PSPO for a period of three years.  Letters were sent to primary 
stakeholders to invite their comments.

1.3.The Community Board had been scheduled to meet on 03rd March 2021 to 
make a decision as to the extension of the Hardway PSPO.  However, given 
the logistical difficulties with collating and reporting back from the survey which 
ended on 02nd March 2021 it was determined that the Hardway PSPO would 
need to be extended so as to avoid it lapsing.  For this purpose the Chief 
Executive exercised his powers to extend the Hardway PSPO.  The extension 
is subject to approval/discharge by the Board.

2. Review exercise and Consultation response. 

Specific responses received:

2.1.Copies of full responses as attached to this Report as Appendix 2.  However 
they are summarised as follows:

2.1.1. Appendix 2a are the results of the public survey which shows the overall 
public opinion is that the Hardway PSPO should be extended and the 
existing Hardway PSPO has had a positive impact.  92.77% of 
respondents are in support of the extension.  

2.1.2. Appendix 2b is an e-mail from Chief Inspector Mark Lewis, District 
Commander (Fareham & Gosport) whose main points are 

 The need to ensure that the PSPO works alongside multi agency 
problem solving

 Further clarity as to the prohibitions or compliance requirements
 Managing expectations of the community

2.1.3. Appendix 2c is the response from the Hardway Residents Action Group 
which strongly believes the Hardway PSPO should be extended and the 
making of the PSPO has directly reduced the antisocial behaviour in the 
area.  They further say that since the widely reported incidents in 2019 
there has been much work in community involvement and engagement as 
well as enforcement which has been facilitated by the existence of the 
Hardway PSPO.



2.1.4. Appendix 2d is the response from Police Inspector Matthew Wake – 
Gosport Prevention and Neighbourhoods, which was included in the 
February 2021 report to the Community Board and is repeated here.

2.1.5. Appendix 2e are the various responses received from members of the 
public as a result of the social media campaign.  The overwhelming 
majority of respondents have stressed the need to extend the PSPO.  .

.
2.2.Letters were sent to local schools, the Youth Council, Local Education 

Authority, Hampshire County Council, Youth Offending team and others, but 
no responses were received.

2.3.There were some comments that the Hardway Green was for everyone and 
should not have any restrictions, but these appear to have been as a result of 
a misunderstanding as to what the PSPO restricts.  Any further advertising 
should make clear that the ASB aspect of gathering is the issue and not the 
gathering itself

2.4.As previously reported on 10th February 2021 there are regular police and 
Council Streetscene patrols to the Green, which are intensified in the summer 
months.  The police have engaged in targeted partnership work to increase 
community engagement in the area.  There are focused police and street 
scene patrols at peak times and Streetscene are involved in meetings 
organised by HRAG. 

3. Risk assessment 

3.1.The Chief Executive when exercising his powers was satisfied that the legal 
threshold is met having regard to the Guidance.  If the Board determine to keep 
the extension the Board will too need to be satisfied that the legal threshold is 
met having regard to the Guidance.  An interested party has the right to 
challenge the lawfulness of a PSPO in the High Court.

3.2. It is important that the Council has the support of the police and other partners 
when extending a PSPO. The Council and police must have the resources 
available to enforce the PSPO. Whilst the police have raised concerns with the 
Hardway PSPO and have also stressed the need for a conciliatory approach 
they have not objected to it being extended.  

4. Conclusion 

4.1.  ASB is an issue at the Green in the summer months. Judging from the 
events in the summer of 2019 and the outcome of the public consultation 
exercise, it continues to have a detrimental effect on residents.  However, it is 
heartening to hear from the Police and residents including the HRAG that 
incidents are not as high as they had been in the past.  It is accepted that this 
may be as a consequence of the Covid 19 Pandemic. However, it is 
reasonably likely to expect incidents reoccurring or increasing in the event 
that the PSPO extension was not approved and the PSPO was discharged.    



4.2.The Community Board must consider whether the Hardway PSPO as a 
response to the ASB is effective in reducing the detrimental impact of the 
activities on the quality of life of those in the locality. The Community Board 
must also consider whether there are other sufficient measures and 
enforcement tools available to satisfactorily deal with the ASB.  Specifically 
there is provision in the Gosport and Town Centre PSPO 2020, which deals 
with the issues of ASB as a consequence of alcohol/drugs, as well as the Dog 
Control PSPO 2020 deals with the issues of dogs.  Both of those PSPO’s 
prohibit activities in the whole Borough and so in turn cover the Green too.

4.3.The Community Board should review the representations and outcome of the 
consultation exercise (Appendix 2) and consider if there has been or there is a 
reasonable risk of persistent and unreasonable ASB at the Green which has a 
detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality and not approving 
the extension of the Hardway PSPO will in itself have a further detrimental 
impact.

4.4.The Community Board need to be satisfied upon reasonable grounds that, 
notwithstanding the intervention measures and existing enforcement regime 
that the extension of the PSPO was and remains justified in order to effectively 
tackle the ASB.

Financial Services comments: No Comment
Legal Services comments: Contained in the report 
Crime and Disorder: This report directly considers anti-social 

behaviour and the possible continued use 
of the PSPO as a tool to reduce this.

Equality and Diversity: An EIA was completed in 2018 for the initial 
PSPO. The Equality Duty is met if the review 
consultation is also inclusive and accessible 
and equality monitoring is in place to assess 
the actual impact on different groups before a 
decision is made.”

EIA: 
Service Improvement Plan 
implications:
Corporate Plan: Extending the PSPO for the control of ASB 

is fully consistent with and will continue to 
make a significant contribution to the 
corporate plan for the promotion of health 
and wellbeing and community safety.

Risk Assessment:
Background papers:
Appendices/Enclosures:



Appendix ‘1’ Extended Hardway PSPO 
Appendix ‘2’ Review & Consultation responses

Appendix ‘2a’ Online Survey responses
Appendix ‘2b’ Response from Chief Inspector Mark Lewis  

District Commander (Fareham & Gosport)
Appendix ‘2c’ Response from Hardway Residents Action 

Group
Appendix ‘2d’ Response from Police Inspector Matthew 

Wake
Appendix ‘2e’ Social Media Responses

Report author/ Lead Officer: Azmi Quraishe - Senior Solicitor (Litigation) 
and Deputy Monitoring Officer
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THE BOROUGH OF GOSPORT HARDWAY GREEN PUBLIC SPACES 
PROTECTION ORDER  

Gosport Borough Council (the “Council”) having been satisfied as to the 

requirements of s60 of The Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 (the 

“Act”) extends The Borough of Gosport Hardway Green Public Spaces Protection 

Order 2017 as it is deemed necessary to prevent occurrence or recurrence of the 

activities identified in the order and or an increase in the frequency or seriousness of 

those activities.  

The Borough of Gosport Hardway Green Public Spaces Protection Order is 

extended having previously identified the following detrimental activities and 

Antisocial Behaviour being carried on in the Restricted Area: 

• Foul and obscene language
• Motorbikes/mopeds riding on footpaths and the green
• Littering
• Trespass
• Damage to property
• Intimidation
• Verbal Abuse
• Assault
• Drug related issues

The Council hereby extends the existing Hardway Public Spaces Protection Order, 

which shall be in force between 1st April and 30th October in any year. 

1. Interpretation
"Authorised Person" means a Council officer authorised by the chief 

executive of the Council or police constable or police community support 

officer, who must present their authority upon request; 

"Public Place" means any place to which the public or any section of the 

public has access, on payment or otherwise, as of right or by virtue of express 

or implied permission; 

“Restricted Area” means any Public Place in the area shown edged black on 

the plan at Schedule 1 to this order. 

APPENDIX 1



2. Restrictions
2.1. Two or more persons shall not congregate in the Restricted Area and engage

in any conduct capable of causing or likely to cause harassment, alarm or 

distress to any reasonable member of the public. 

2.2. No person who an Authorised Officer has reasonable grounds to suspect is in 

breach of 2.1 shall 

a) refuse or fail to disperse from a defined Public Place in the Restricted

Area; and

b) return to the defined Public Place in the Restricted Area within 12 hours of

being required to disperse

if required to do so by an Authorised Person. 

3. Penalty
3.1. It is an offence contrary to section 67 of the Act for a person without

reasonable excuse to fail to comply with the restrictions in paragraphs 2.1 or 

2.2 above. A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable on 

summary conviction to a fine not exceeding £1,000. 

This order shall expire at 00:00hrs on 7th March 2024. 

Executed as a Deed by affixing  

the Common Seal of  

GOSPORT BOROUGH COUNCIL 

in the presence of:- 



SCHEDULE 1 - PLAN 



Review of Hardway PSPO

1 / 19

91.53% 173

8.47% 16

Q1 Do you use the Hardway Memorial Green
Answered: 189 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 189

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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Review of Hardway PSPO

2 / 19

30.59% 52

33.53% 57

13.53% 23

20.59% 35

1.76% 3

Q2 If you answered yes, how often do you use it?
Answered: 170 Skipped: 19

TOTAL 170

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Several times
a year

Annually

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Several times a year

Annually



Review of Hardway PSPO

3 / 19

65.52% 114

34.48% 60

Q3 Have you or anyone you know experienced ASB in the Hardway Green
and immediate locality?

Answered: 174 Skipped: 15

TOTAL 174

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

4 / 19

54.60% 95

45.40% 79

Q4 Has ASB or the fear of ASB stopped you or your family members
visiting the Hardway Green?

Answered: 174 Skipped: 15

TOTAL 174

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

5 / 19

72.29% 120

27.71% 46

Q5 Prior to this consultation, were you aware of the Hardway PSPO?
Answered: 166 Skipped: 23

TOTAL 166

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

6 / 19

81.93% 136

18.07% 30

Q6 Do you think the PSPO has reduced the ASB at the Hardway and
Locality?

Answered: 166 Skipped: 23

TOTAL 166

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

7 / 19

92.77% 154

7.23% 12

Q7 Do you think the PSPO should be extended for 3 years?
Answered: 166 Skipped: 23

TOTAL 166

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

8 / 19

92.77% 154

7.23% 12

Q8 Do you think the PSPO should remain in place?
Answered: 166 Skipped: 23

TOTAL 166

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

9 / 19

38.56% 59

56.86% 87

0.65% 1

3.92% 6

Q9 Are you…? Please select one option
Answered: 153 Skipped: 36

TOTAL 153

Male

Female

Other

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Male

Female

Other

Prefer not to say



Review of Hardway PSPO

10 / 19

94.77% 145

0.65% 1

4.58% 7

Q10 Is your gender identity the same as you were assigned at birth?
Please select one option

Answered: 153 Skipped: 36

TOTAL 153

Yes

No

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Prefer not to say



Review of Hardway PSPO

11 / 19

0.00% 0

3.92% 6

2.61% 4

19.61% 30

30.72% 47

17.65% 27

16.99% 26

3.92% 6

0.00% 0

4.58% 7

Q11 What is your age? Please select one option
Answered: 153 Skipped: 36

TOTAL 153

Under 16

16 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 - 74

75 - 84

85 or over

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 16

16 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 - 74

75 - 84

85 or over

Prefer not to say



Review of Hardway PSPO

12 / 19

87.58% 134

1.31% 2

0.00% 0

1.31% 2

1.31% 2

8.50% 13

Q12 How would you describe yourself?  Please select one option.
Answered: 153 Skipped: 36

TOTAL 153

Heterosexual
or straight

Bisexual

Lesbian woman

Gay Man

Other

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Heterosexual or straight

Bisexual

Lesbian woman

Gay Man

Other

Prefer not to say



Review of Hardway PSPO

13 / 19

22.22% 34

77.78% 119

Q13 Do you consider yourself to have a disability, or a long-term illness,
physical or mental health condition? Please select one option

Answered: 153 Skipped: 36

TOTAL 153

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

14 / 19

21.43% 15

8.57% 6

2.86% 2

4.29% 3

10.00% 7

12.86% 9

58.57% 41

Q14 What is the nature of your disability, long-term limiting condition or
health problem?  Please select all that apply:

Answered: 70 Skipped: 119

Total Respondents: 70

Physical
disability

Hearing
disability

Learning
disability

Visual
disability

Mental ill
health

Other (please
state)

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Physical disability

Hearing disability

Learning disability

Visual disability

Mental ill health

Other (please state)

Prefer not to say



Review of Hardway PSPO

15 / 19

40.13% 61

48.03% 73

0.66% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

3.29% 5

7.89% 12

Q15 Which group do you most identify with? Please select one option.
Answered: 152 Skipped: 37

TOTAL 152

No religion

Christian

Muslim

Jewish

Sikh

Buddhist

Hindu

Other religion

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No religion

Christian

Muslim

Jewish

Sikh

Buddhist

Hindu

Other religion

Prefer not to say



Review of Hardway PSPO

16 / 19

Q16 To which of these groups do you consider you belong? Please select
one option

Answered: 146 Skipped: 43

White English/
Welsh/...

White Irish

White Gypsy or
Irish Traveller

White Eastern
European

Other White
background

Black African

Black Caribbean

Other Black /
African /...

Indian

Pakistani

Bangladeshi

Chinese

Any other
Asian...

White and
Black Caribb...

White and
Black African

White and
Asian

Any other
mixed /...

Arab



Review of Hardway PSPO

17 / 19

90.41% 132

0.00% 0

0.68% 1

0.00% 0

0.68% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.68% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.68% 1

6.85% 10

TOTAL 146

Any other
ethnic group...

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

White English/ Welsh/ Scottish/ Northern Irish/ British

White Irish

White Gypsy or Irish Traveller

White Eastern European

Other White background

Black African

Black Caribbean

Other Black / African / Caribbean background

Indian

Pakistani

Bangladeshi

Chinese

Any other Asian background (please describe)

White and Black Caribbean

White and Black African

White and Asian

Any other mixed / multiple ethnic background (please describe)

Arab

Any other ethnic group (please describe)

Prefer not to say



Review of Hardway PSPO

18 / 19

50.66% 77

49.34% 75

Q17 Do you have a connection to the Armed Forces?
Answered: 152 Skipped: 37

TOTAL 152

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No



Review of Hardway PSPO

19 / 19

4.21% 4

13.68% 13

23.16% 22

31.58% 30

5.26% 5

22.11% 21

Q18 If you do have a connection to the Armed Forces, please choose
which option best described that connection.

Answered: 95 Skipped: 94

TOTAL 95

serving member
of the armed...

family member
of someone...

veteran

family member
of a veteran

other (please
describe)

Prefer not to
say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

serving member of the armed forces

family member of someone currently serving

veteran

family member of a veteran

other (please describe)

Prefer not to say



From: Lewis, Mark,1157
To: Quraishe, Azmi
Subject: RE: Hardway PSPO
Date: 01 March 2021 14:47:47

Azmi

Thank you for you correspondence regarding the proposed extension to the PSPO
at Hardway.

There are a number of observations I would make regarding the current order, but
moreover the broader approach. I have also consulted our Local Policing Delivery
Unit on this as well to ensure broader consistency with a force wide approach.

Firstly, the PSPO is purely focused on managing a perceived symptom, in this
case the ASB referred to in your letter. It is not uncommon that a PSPO is put in
as the solitary control measure with no broader view on addressing some of the
underlying issues that result in an area being subject to such behaviour.
As such, if a PSPO is to be renewed, I would ask that this forms part of a wider
‘problem solving approach’. If this second part was not to be included, it then
becomes difficult to reconcile the PSPO element.
The design of the area/environment does lend itself to being subject to ASB and I
know that the police did conduct a ‘designing out crime’ survey in 2019 with some
recommendations. That is not to say al the recommendations are totally workable,
but I would expect to see that the report has been assessed, and either
recommendations actioned or a clear audit as to why they were not feasible. To
not do so adds to the concern that we are focused no symptoms and the potential
to unnecessarily criminalise young people as opposed to resolving issues. As
above, I accept that the recommendations may not be practical, but they should in
my view be considered and assessed.

Last year, there was some significant work that was undertaken by one of the
Cllrs, Motiv8 and the Neighbourhood Policing Team. I would hope this did have an
impact in some way to help resolve issues.
2019, we collated data and although there were some significant and high profile
incidents the volume was not as significant as some other areas. That is of course
not to say that Hardway is not deserving of partnership attention ongoing issues.

I am mindful that the vast majority (if not exclusively) of perpetrators at Hardway
are children of young people. As such, we must consider if the PSPO is the right
tool to address this. The Police no longer issue Penalty Notices for
offences/breaches such as this. Even if the Council do, I would suggest that this is
not possible for children or young people 17 or under. As such, any prosecutions
would be dealt with by way of court summons, so is this practical.
I am very conscious that Council Enforcement Officers also have the powers in
relation to this matter, and I am unsighted on whether any Council Enforcement
Officer has proceeded with a fine or prosecution for a breach.

As you know, I have previously raised concerns regarding the wording of the
PSPO. I would have thought best practice would include wording that was clear on
activity that should not take place (anti-social drinking in a location, using amplified

APPENDIX 2b



music etc.) or wording so as to instruct something that should be done (clear up
dog mess, keep dogs on a lead). I believe as it stands, it just states any activity
likely to cause alarm or harassment.

If it is extended, we will consider how we can use this along with additional police
powers that exist. As you will know, additional police powers that can be used,
such as s.34 Antic Social Behaviour and Crime Act 2014 dispersals, which does
have the additional benefits of being able to take under 16s to their home address,
but can have a draw back if an offender resides within the area subject of the
order.

We will continue to work in partnership with the Council and other agencies if this
is passed. I understand the political reasoning behind any extension and the
desire to do so, but the aspects regarding longer term problem solving are key for
me. I need to be clear that any calls regarding breaches of the PSPO will be
assessed by our control room regarding other demand ongoing. It is possible that
there may not be a policing response, and this does give rise to concern for me as
I fear the PSPO can raise expectation levels of communities and/or Councillors.

Regarding the necessity and proportionality aspect of your request, at the risk of
repeating myself, this would be satisfied if it is put in place alongside wider
problem solving approach so that the focus is not purely punitive or enforcement.

Kind regards

Mark

Chief Inspector Mark Lewis (1157)
District Commander (Fareham & Gosport)



Mobile:  07423 107049
azmi.quraishe@gosport.gov.uk
 

Our Council teams will endeavour to deal with your email as soon as possible but due to
work required as a result of the Covid pandemic, we may not be able to respond as quickly
as we would like to. Thank you for your understanding.

This transmission is intended for the named addressee(s) only and may contain sensitive or
protectively marked material up to RESTRICTED and should be handled accordingly.
Unless you are the named addressee (or authorised to receive it for the addressee) you may
not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. If you have received this transmission in
error please notify the sender immediately.

This email has been scanned for email related threats and delivered safely by Mimecast.
For more information please visit http://www.mimecast.com
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This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
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of distribution, copying or use of this email or the information contained is strictly prohibited and may
be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error please forward a copy to
informationsecurity@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk and to the sender. Please then delete the email and
destroy any copies of it. DO NOT use this email address for other enquiries as it will not be
responded to, nor any action taken upon it. If you have a non-urgent enquiry, please call the Police
non-emergency number 101. If it is an emergency, please call 999. Thank you.
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Correspondence Address: Hardway Residents Action Group, C/o J P Feltham Associates Ltd, PO Box 270, 
Gosport, PO12 9FH 

EMAIL: HardwayRAG@btinternet.com 

Azmi Quraishe 

Senior Solicitor (Litigation) and Deputy Monitoring Officer 

Gosport Borough Council, Town Hall, High Street, Gosport, PO12 1EB 

azmi.quraishe@gosport.gov.uk 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Notice of Review: Hardway PSPO covering Hardway Green and immediate locality in Gosport. 

Thank you for your letter dated 11.2.21.  Following receipt of which we have engaged with local residents remotely 
due to COVID regarding the extension of the current PSPO.  There has been a unanimous desire to see the PSPO 
extended for another 3 years. 

Whilst initially the PSPO did little to improve youth ASB in the vicinity due to a lack of understanding and 
enforcement by authorities, this changed following the national publicised and now ‘infamous’ incidents in our 
community:-   

• video of youths riding on the bonnet of a moving police car (priory Road),
• video enforcement car being pelted with cans (Green Lane/Priory Road)
• photos of vandalism of the memorial planting (Memorial Green)

With this going viral everyone gained an insight into the experiences of us, the long suffering residents and the 
Hardway community.  Following that publicity and subsequent change in enforcement policy witnessed, it is 
believed the PSPO did start to make a difference to ASB experienced by residents. 

Last year was an extraordinary year for the whole community and with COVID-19 difficult to benchmark youth ASB 
against past summers, but we are feeling positive that this area of Hardway may finally be on the road to 
addressing youth ASB.  A consensus exists that the PSPO is a very necessary tool in the ongoing fight against ASB 
to work in conjunction with policing plan, CCTV (promised by GBC for Spring 2021) and positive summer youth 
initiatives (arranged by Friends of Hardway) and we would most definitely wish to see it extended for a further 
period of 3 years. 

Many thanks 

On behalf of Hardway Residents Action Group 

Committee Members: 

Mr Mark Burgess/ Ms Madeline Appleyard/ Mrs Cheryl Burgess/ Mr Ian Osborne/ Mrs Jan Davies 
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Police Reform Act – Section 50 – provide name and address when engaging in ASB

Section 87 Environmental Protection Act – Littering

Section 28 Police Reform Act – Search and seizure of alcohol. Backed up by local PSPO which
bans any drinking of alcohol in public place

Section 34/35 ASB crime and policing act. (if authorised) – Dispersal orders.

As you can see from the above the police already have suitable legislation to deal with crime and
anti-social behaviour. That said I am very mindful that an authorised officer from the local
authority also have powers under the PSPO  that they would not have under the above
legislation, it should be considered whether the PSPO is a useful tool for council employees.

Much of the ASB in the Hardway area is believed to be caused by those under the age of 18,
persons this age and under cannot be subjected to a fine under the power of the PSPO. I believe
the non congregation clause is potentially controversial as it directly opposes what would be
freedom of congregation and freedom of expression. My understanding that the power to seize
alcohol (which is very useful) would remain under the borough wide PSPO ?

For your consideration and kind regards

Matt Wake
Insp 3173
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Board/Committee: COMMUNITY BOARD
Date of meeting: 18 MARCH 2021
Title: SEASHORE BYELAWS
Author: BOROUGH SOLICITOR AND MONITORING OFFICER
Status: FOR DECISION

Purpose

To update the Board as to the Seashore Byelaws following the first public consultation

To determine whether any amendments should be made to the proposed Seashore 
Byelaws (Appendix A) following the regulatory assessment and outcome of the 
informal consultation exercise (Appendix B).

To seek the Board’s approval as to the proposed Seashore Byelaws attached.

To task the Borough Solicitor with submitting the proposed Seashore Byelaws to the 
Secretary of State for Approval.

Recommendation

A. Determine whether the proposed Seashore Byelaws (Appendix A) should 
be further amended in light of the issues identified by the public consultation 
and detailed in Appendix B and summarised in para 2.3.  

B. Approve the proposed Seashore Byelaws and send to the Secretary of 
State following any necessary amendment

1.0 Background

1.1 In January 2020 a report to Community Board proposed the review of the 
Council’s Byelaws to ensure that these were up to date and effective. It was 
determined that any obsolete or out of date Byelaws should be revoked. 

1.2 It was identified that the Seashore Byelaws which are dated 08.01.1958, 
are in need of updating to ensure that they refer to activities which require 
regulation and also so that enforcement powers are sufficiently robust and 
create a deterrent. 

2.0 Report

2.1 The process for amending Byelaws was detailed in earlier reports to the 
Council and only the relevant next steps are referred to in this report.

2.2 As part of the process the Council has undertaken a regulatory assessment 
of the proposed Seashore Byelaws and for this the following was 
considered:

Agenda Item 8



What is the objective of the proposed Seashore Byelaws?
 The Seashore Byelaws have not been amended since 

08.01.1958 and as such are out of date and do not tackle the 
activities which require regulation.  

 The Seashore Byelaws are designed to regulate the current 
issues faced on the seashore that cannot be regulated otherwise.
.
Could the objective be achieved in any other way, short of a 
Seashore Byelaws?

 There are various powers available to the police and Council to 
deal with antisocial behaviour but the activities referred to in the 
Seashore Byelaws are specific to the area and cannot be 
regulated in any other way.

What will be the impact of the Seashore Byelaws upon those 
affected by it?

 Users of the seashore will have clarity as to the regulated 
activities and specifically what activities are prohibited by the 
Seashore Byelaws.  Further the Seashore Byelaws will act as a 
deterrent and promote accountability, safety and reduction in 
criminal activity.  

 With appropriate enforcement powers Officers will be able to 
tackle breaches of the Seashore Byelaws.

Will the proposed Seashore Byelaws increase, or decrease, 
the regulatory burden imposed upon those affected by it, 
and can the local authority express this increase or decrease 
as a financial cost or benefit?

 There may be an increase in the regulatory burden by virtue of 
the fact that the activities listed are relevant but it is not 
anticipated that it will increase the financial cost.  

 The Seashore Byelaws at present are unenforceable and out of 
date so making them enforceable would make any increased 
burden of regulation proportionate.

How does making the proposed Seashore Byelaws compare 
with taking no further action?

 Making the proposed Seashore Byelaws provides clarity and 
removes ambiguity as to the permitted activities in the Seashore 
area. 

 Taking no further action will no doubt increase the issues faced 
by the Council and users of the Seashore and given that the 
existing Seashore Byelaws are not relevant the activities will 
continue unabated.

2.3 In carrying out the regulatory assessment, the Council consulted such 
persons it considered may be affected by the proposed Seashore Byelaws. 
A survey monkey was set up and social media was used to give notice of 
the consultation process.  A dedicated e-mail address was set up to facilitate 



replies from residents and interested parties who had specific comments to 
make.  A summary of the survey monkey results and comments received is 
attached to this report as Appendix B.

Specific issues raised which the Board may wish to take into account and 
discuss are identified as follows:

1. Issues with parking around Jackie Spencer Bridge and Little 
Anglesey.  Where cars are parked on the seashore and shingled 
areas they will be covered under the Seashore Byelaws.  Parking on 
roads is not something that can be regulated by the Seashore 
Byelaws.  

2. Cycling:  The Seashore Byelaws make clear that where cycling is 
permitted it is not affected by the Seashore Byelaws.  This will include 
any cycle tracks on the seashore whether they exist now or in the 
future.  Putting cycle tracks in place is not within the remit of the 
Seashore Byelaws.

3. BBQ’s are not permitted unless in the designated area.  There is not 
a blanket ban on barbeques only that they should be done in a safe 
designated area. 

4. The Seashore Byelaws cover activities that are specific and not 
legislated elsewhere and so where there is alternative legislation 
available such as antisocial behaviour and littering or the control of 
dogs these activities are not regulated by the Seashore Byelaws.  

There have been some requests from councillors and residents to make the 
map clearer as to what constitutes the seashore for the purpose of the 
Seashore Byelaws.  The map is simply there to demark the general area of 
the Seashore Byelaws and cannot not be taken as an exact measurement.  
It is recommended that if the Seashore Byelaws are approved signs will be 
placed at strategic places to alert the public as to the area being subject to 
the said Byelaws.

Officers of course have an element of discretion as to whether they are able 
to deal with breaches of the Seashore Byelaws informally and without the 
need to issue fixed penalty notices or refer to the Borough Solicitor to 
consider prosecuting.

2.4 Following this meeting of the Board and the Board’s decision as to the 
specific issues that have arisen as a direct consequence of the regulatory 
review and consultation exercise the proposed Seashore Byelaws will be 
submitted to the Secretary of State for leave to make them and bring them 
into effect. If leave is given the Seashore Byelaws will need to be advertised 
and a period of formal public consultation entered for not less than 28 days.

2.5 Upon expiry of the formal consultation period the Council must consider all 
representations received, including objections, and determine how to 
proceed with any representations received. If the Council formally resolves 
to make the proposed Seashore Byelaws it should be executed as a formal 
legal document.



2.6 Seashore Byelaws are local enactments that may result in a prosecution in 
the courts and a fine.  Publicising the Seashore Byelaws is an integral part 
of ensuring any new Seashore Byelaws that will soon come into force are 
brought to the attention of the wider local community. The Council must 
therefore publicise the fact that new Seashore Byelaws have been made at 
least 7 days before the day on which they come into force by placing signs 
and publicising them on its website.  Seashore Byelaws would come into 
force 30 days after the date they are made.

3.0 Risk Assessment
3.1 The Seashore Byelaws need to be updated in order to be effective in 

regulating the activities set out within them. Without updating them the older 
version of the Seashore Byelaws will remain in place.

4.0 Conclusion

4.1 The next steps are summarised as follows:
 The Board to approve the proposed Seashore Byelaws.
 Task the Borough Solicitor to submit the proposed Seashore 

Byelaws to the Secretary of State for leave to make them.
 If approved by the Secretary of State the Borough Solicitor to be 

tasked with advertising the Seashore Byelaws and commencing the 
formal public consultation process.

 Report to Full Council with the outcome of the formal public 
consultation, to consider final representations and whether to further 
amend the Seashore Byelaws (in which case they will need to be 
resubmitted to the Secretary of State for approval) or whether to 
formally make them.

Financial Services comments: No Comment
Legal Services comments: Contained within the report
Crime and Disorder: The Bylaws support community safety by 

providing a mechanism to allow Anti-Social 
Behaviour to be regulated in specific locations.

Equality and Diversity: No issues identified if public consultation is 
widely accessible and public notification 
requirements are met.

Service Improvement Plan 
implications:
Climate Change implications: No Comments
Corporate Plan:
Risk Assessment: See section 3.
Background Papers: Community Board report March 2020



Appendices: Appendix A:  Proposed Seashore Byelaw
Appendix B:  Public Consultation Responses

Report Author/Lead Officer: Azmi Quraishe, Senior Solicitor.
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COMMUNITY BOARD REPORT - APPENDIX A 

GOSPORT BROUGH COUNCIL

BYELAWS FOR THE SEASHORE

ARRANGEMENT OF BYELAWS

1. Interpretation

2. Application

3. Fishing

4. Sandlines

5. Bait digging

6. Horse riding

7. Cycling

8. Motor Vehicles

9. Public shows and performances

10. Games

11. Begging, Touting and Trading

12. Fires

13. Parties

14. Aircraft

15. Drones

16. Personal Water Craft/Jet Skis (PWC)

17. Kites and kite-buggies

18. Unauthorised erection of structures

19. Removal of signs and structures

20. Interference with life-saving appliances

21. Obstruction

22. Trespass

23. Savings

24. Penalty

25. Revocation of byelaws

SCHEDULE 1 - areas of seashore to which byelaws apply
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Byelaws made under section 82 of the Public Health Acts Amendment Act 1907 by 

Gosport Borough Council for the prevention of danger, obstruction, or annoyance to 

persons using the seashore.

1. INTERPRETATION

In these byelaws:

“the Council” means Gosport Borough Council;

“designated area” means an area of the seashore which is set aside for a specified 

purpose, that area and purpose to be indicated by notices placed in a conspicuous 

position;

“seashore” means all that area of beach and foreshore shown coloured pink on the 

plan attached to these byelaws as Schedule 1 including all steps, ramps, paths and 

jetties from time to time situated either above the level of low water mark of 

medium tides or between the level of low water mark of medium tides and the 

promenade (as the case may be);

“restricted area” means such parts of the seashore as lie above the low water mark 

“personal water craft / jet ski (PWC)” means any jet-propelled vehicle that skims 

across the surface of water and typically is ridden like a motorcycle.

“motor vehicle” means a vehicle used on the road.

2. APPLICATION

These byelaws apply to all areas of seashore that border the Borough of Gosport as defined in 

Schedule 1

3. FISHING

No person shall fish from the seashore in such a manner as to cause danger, 

obstruction or annoyance to any person using the seashore.

4. SANDLINES

No sandlines shall be laid in such a position as to be likely to cause injury to any 

person using the seashore, and all sandlines shall be visibly marked.
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5. BAIT DIGGING

(1) No person shall dig for fishing bait within the restricted area.

(2) No person shall dig for fishing bait for commercial purposes except with the 

consent of the Council.

6. HORSE RIDING

No person shall break in or ride or drive any horse or other animal on the seashore.

7. CYCLING

(1) No person shall without reasonable excuse ride a cycle on the seashore 

except where there is a right of way for cycles or a designated route for 

cycles.

(2) Where cycling is permitted on any part of the seashore by byelaw no person 

shall cycle between the hours of dusk to dawn without adequate lights 

enabling them to see and be seen indicated by notices conspicuously 

displayed on the seashore.

(3) Outside the designated areas, no person shall cycle on the seashore.

8. MOTOR VEHICLES

(1) No person shall without reasonable excuse propel or drive any motor car or 

motor vehicle, moped or motorcycle or electric scooter on the seashore

(2) No person shall without reasonable excuse park for any period of time any 

vehicle, including cars, campervans, motorhomes unless parking in 

designated areas suitable for those vehicles.

9. PUBLIC SHOWS AND PERFORMANCES

(1) No person shall deliver any lecture, sermon or speech or perform any music, 

or hold any entertainment without the consent of the Council except in a 

designated area for such performances.

(2) No person shall use any designated area for performances in such a manner 

as to cause obstruction or annoyance to any person using it for any purpose 

for which it has been set apart.
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10. GAMES

(1) No person shall on the seashore play or participate in any game or sport so as 

to cause danger, obstruction or annoyance to any person.

(2) Where the Council has set aside a designated area for a particular sport or 

game, no person shall participate in that game or sport except in the 

designated area.

(3) No person shall obstruct any person from using a designated area for the 

purpose for which it is set aside.

11. BEGGING, TOUTING, TRADING ETC

(1) No person shall—

(a) sell or hawk any article or any food or drink;

(b) advertise or solicit custom for any service; or

(c) distribute handbills, circulars or advertisements; or

(d) beg

(2) in such a manner as to cause obstruction or annoyance to any person on the 

seashore.

12. FIRES

(1) No person shall:

(a) light a fire; or

(b) place, throw or drop a lighted match or any other thing likely to 

cause a fire; or

(c) release a lighted sky lantern into the atmosphere.

(d) light a BBQ unless in a designated area and subject to byelaw 

12(2)(b)

(2) Byelaw 12(1) shall not apply to:

(a) the lighting of a fire at any event for which the Council has given 

permission that fires may be lit; or

(b) the lighting or use, in such a manner as to safeguard against 

damage or danger to any person, of a properly constructed 

camping stove, in a designated area for camping, or of a
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properly constructed barbecue, in a designated area for 

barbecues

13. PARTIES

(1) No person shall hold a party on the seashore without the consent of the 

Council.

(2) In byelaw 13(1), “party” means an event attended by 15 or more people at 

which music will be played.

14. AIRCRAFT

(1) No person shall except in cases of emergency start, take, off or land an 

aircraft on any part of the seashore except on such part as―

(a) is designated by the Council for the starting, taking off or landing 

of aircraft; and

(b) is licensed by the Civil Aviation Authority as an aerodrome.

15. DRONES

(1) No person shall without a valid license start, take-off, operate or land a drone 

on any part of the seashore.

(2) In byelaw 15(1) a drone is any unmanned aerial vehicle(s) (UAVs) or 

unmanned aircraft system(s) (UASs).

16. PERSONAL WATER CRAFT / JET SKIS (PWC)

(1) No person shall launch a PWC from the seashore except in the designated 

areas marked.

(2) Where launching a PWC is permitted on any part of the seashore by byelaw 

16(1), no person shall do so between Sunset and 8am as indicated by notices 

conspicuously displayed on the seashore

(3) In any event no person shall launch a PWC in such a manner as to cause 

danger, nuisance or annoyance to any other person on the seashore.

17. KITES AND KITE BUGGIES

No person shall on the seashore fly any kite, set up kitesurfing equipment, practice 
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kitesurfing or drive any vehicle powered by a kite in such a manner as to cause 

danger, nuisance or annoyance to any other person on the seashore.

18. UNAUTHORISED ERECTION OF STRUCTURES

(1) No person shall erect or place on the seashore any booths, tents, sheds, 

stands, stalls, shows, exhibitions, swings, roundabouts, or any other 

structure, whether fixed or movable without the consent of the Council, 

except in a designated area for such structures.

(2) Byelaw 18(1) shall not apply to the use of personal windbreaks.

19. REMOVAL OF SIGNS AND STRUCTURES

No person shall without reasonable excuse remove from the seashore or displace 

any barrier, post or seat or any part of any structure or ornament or any notice or 

flag displayed by or on behalf of the Council or any other competent authority.

20. INTERFERENCE WITH LIFE-SAVING APPLIANCES

No person shall except in case of emergency remove from the seashore or displace 

any life-saving appliance provided by or on behalf of the Council or any other 

competent authority.

21. OBSTRUCTION

No person shall on the seashore―

(1) obstruct any officer of the Council in the proper execution of his duties,

(2) obstruct any person carrying out an act which is necessary to the proper 

execution of a contract with the Council.

22. TRESPASS

No person shall encamp or reside on the seashore.

23. SAVINGS

(1) It shall not be an offence under these byelaws for an officer of the Council to 

do anything necessary to the proper execution of his duty or for any person 

acting in accordance with a contract with the Council to do anything 
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necessary to the proper execution of that contract.

(2) Nothing in or done under these byelaws shall―

(a) operate as a grant by or on behalf of the Crown as owner of the 

foreshore below high water mark of any estate or interest in or 

right over the foreshore or any part of it;

(b) prejudice the rights and interests of the Crown;

(c) prevent the exercise of any public rights; or

(d) affect any right, power or privilege legally exercisable by any 

person in, over and in respect of the Seashore.

24. PENALTY

Any person offending against any of these byelaws shall be liable to an on the spot 

fine and or removal of their possessions and on summary conviction to a fine not 

exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

25. REVOCATION

The byelaws made by the Mayor, Alderman and Burgess of the Borough of Gosport 

acting by the Council by virtue of the powers conferred on the Council by Section 82 

of the Public Health Acts Amendments Act 1907 on 22 January 1958 with the 

consent of the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation are hereby revoked.
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SCHEDULE 1 - AREAS OF SEASHORE TO WHICH BYELAWS APPLY



APPENDIX B

SEASHORE BYELAW
PUBLIC CONSULTATION ANALYSIS

1. Survey Monkey

 A survey posted on the GBC Website attracted 69 responses
 The question posed was” Do you agree with the proposed Seashore 

Byelaw”
 39 responded Yes, and 30 responded No.
 36 responders added comments 

2. Email

 An email address was created that attracted 6 responses

3. Issues mentioned in more than 3 responses

 Pointless/unnecessary and draconian
 BBQs- too heavy handed, need to have more conditions to control use or 

designated areas for use.
 Ambiguous points/badly worded/ open to interpretation especially  the right 

not to be annoyed
 “Unauthorised erection of a structure” clarification required as small tents 

can provide shelter to children from UV rays and fishermen
 Cycling should be allowed but introduce designated cycle lanes and/or 

speed limits and more enforcement. 
 Balloons to be added to lanterns as not permitted
 Motor vehicle updated to include electric scooters
 Littering offences to be added, specifically fishing detritus
 Bait digging should be allowed as a sustainable use of the seashore
 Stricter messages regarding dog free areas/dogs on leads/dog control
 Clearer maps, larger scale, identify restricted zones 
 Clarification of times for launching of jet skis
 Clarification of parking near Stoke Lake
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